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In today’s experience economy, time 
is the most valuable commodity. 
While businesses perk up about new 
revenue drivers, there hasn’t been an 
effort to prioritize experience. And, 
that’s changing – fast.

JLL’s Experience Management 
platform, formerly Corporate 
Concierge Services, are audience 
engagement experts. We transform 
brick and mortar spaces into 
activated places. Places where people 
can meet, or escape. Relax, or re-
energize. Brainstorm, or break their 
daily routine.

Whether you’re an investor looking 
to bring your building to life or an 
occupier interested in enhancing 
your company culture and workplace 
satisfaction – we’re here to help.  

Get inspired
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Our people have one ambition: to help you achieve yours. We know change is 
a constant and our agile approach allows us to bring unparalleled experience 
management services to your properties. We’re impeccable ambassadors for 
your building. Our people boost happiness, improve tenant loyalty, harness 
data to increase productivity and drum-up new revenue opportunities. 

Our nimble team adjusts events and programming in real-time to meet the 
rapidly evolving preferences and expectations of tenants, shoppers and 
guests. We discover the next, must-have experiences and outline the options. 
Then, help you chose the right opportunities to keep your property relevant 
and engrained

The lightning speed of digital growth puts employees, shoppers and guests 
in a power position to transform the future of the spaces they visit. We’re 
ready for tomorrow’s changes, today. We create an environment for the best 
talent, partner with the brightest minds in technology and build best-in-class 
proptech tools to be the first-mover in the industry, so we can help guide our 
clients into the future.

Our people  

Our programming  

Our technology 

are untethered by imagination 

is one step ahead

 innovates the experience

Our philosophy

“
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Our qualifications

Your buildings are unique. Your programming should be too.

We believe in a bespoke approach. Let’s partner to create a 
roadmap to future-proofing your assets – and keep people 
smiling along the way. 

Our experts provide the below services at office towers, retail 
centers, hotels and residential communities. 

• Tenant engagement
• Amenity management and activation
• Event sales 
• In-office services
• Guest services 
• Concierge services 
• Consulting services

4,200+
events and programming launched

250+
experience experts

properties activated
60+

What we 
deliver
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We create a connected community through tenant 
engagement programming 

Today, you don’t need to go into an office to get work done. Shop 
at the mall for a new outfit or stay at a five-star hotel to explore a 
new city. Expectations of experiences, especially in the physical 
environment, are fundamentally different today from just a few 
years ago. So how do you captivate them?

We’ll partner with you to ideate, design and execute custom 
programming that fosters a community and creates a connection 
with your tenants and guests. Our activations are rooted-in 
delivering on our four engagement pillars:

• Convenience and value
• Health and wellness
• Entertainment and education
• Social and sustainable 

Our qualifications

Intro to
services
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Retail pop-ups that deliver a rotating collection of 
unique, undiscovered and recognized brands

Day-in and day-out we develop 
and bring your building to life 
though captivating events and 
programming.  

We’ll collaborate with leasing and 
management so that we can be 
certain we’re targeting the right 
tenants, and proactively address the 
specific needs of your property. 

Tenant
engagement

Tenant engagement 

Food and beverage events that feature community 
favorites and draw in foodies 

Live or interactive art exhibits and installations 
that tie-in local creatives 

We will work to develop rich relationships with 
community and bring them into the building 
through events and partnerships 

Signature events that bring the wow-factor to 
your building

Regularly scheduled programming your tenants 
incorporate into their routine 
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Liven central spaces with a 
tenant lounges that offer a place 
for people to brainstorm, break 
their daily routine or simply relax. 

Create an oasis of calm in 
a hectic work-world with 
efficiently-run exercise facilities 
that offer tenants a place to 
sweat and reset. 

Give people a breath of fresh air 
by tapping into your rooftop for 
events and happy hours.

 
Opt-outside for farmers markets, 
concert series and meditation in 
your green spaces and plazas.

Take traditional recreational 
spaces like tennis and basketball 
courts and turn them into fantasy 
camps, scrimmage games and 
regular court time.

Turn conference rooms into 
speaker series spaces with a 
robust roster of guest speakers, 
TED talks and DIY classes.  

Amenity management

We make your building the place to be through 
amenity activation and management.

How does your space make you feel? Is it uplifting, 
entertaining, stimulating? 

While technology makes life easier, it also makes 
us lonelier. We heighten collaboration and 
interaction with meaningful experiences that also 
fuel leasing momentum and net operating income. 

We extend your environment 
beyond four walls by:

Amenity
management
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In-office
services
We take an elevated approach to guest services, so that every client 
walking into your space is warmly welcomed.  Let us run your office 
seamlessly with dedicated staffing.

In-office services

HDMI cords creating 
chaos? Let us take care 
of meeting planning 
and minute-to-minute 
management and 
requirements.

Don’t miss a meal 
because of a meeting. 
Our in-house food and 
beverage services can 
coordinate and receive 
catering for meetings, 
set-up, and deploy them 
to the proper spot at the 
planned-upon time. 

Never leave a guest 
waiting or wanting for 
more. Our front office 
reception can check-
in, care for and make 
comfortable your guests 
and clients until you’re 
ready for them. 

59% of all consumers feel companies 
have lost touch with the human element 
of customer experience. – PWC
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Guest services 
and tourism
Build it and they will come doesn’t always work with today’s fickle 
consumer. Our modern marketing methods can help create and keep 
a shopping community you can count on. We create customized 
marketing programs to drive international and domestic tourists to 
your retail properties. 

• Way-finding

• Tourism and tour development

• Target key influencers 

• Special events and activations 

• Reservations and ticket sales

• Gift card sales

• Gift wrapping and delivery 

• SMS-based information services

• Happy Returns programming

• Currency Exchange

• Brand Ambassadors

In-office services

80% of American consumers say that 
speed, convenience, knowledgeable 
help and friendly service are the most 
important elements of a positive 
customer experience.  - PWC
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Classic concierge services like reservations, 
tours and tickets, transportation and luggage 
assistance, deliveries, client gifts and dinners 
and more. 

Convenience experiences that provide work-
life balance like dry-cleaning pick-up/drop-
off, shoe repair, Amazon lockers, on-site spa 
services and mobile health and wellness. 

Concierge
services
Wrap buildings in a service culture that shows people 
they are valued and enables them to do their best work.

Concierge services
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Conference and 
event sales
You’ve got a prime location, let us 
maximize it. 

Have some of the best views in the 
city? Why not sell them. We socialize 
and sell your event space, big or small. 
Let your building be the next big host. 
We’ll work behind the scenes ensuring 
seamless execution of your flexible 
conference and event space. 

Conference and event sales
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Flex your 
space
Beyond cultivating high-touch experiences and amenities 
that attract and engage tenants, we can partner with you 
to increase the flexibility within your building. We provide 
unbiased, strategic recommendations on which flexible 
space options will draw higher rents, attract top-tier 
tenants and increase the overall value of your investment.  

Flexible space

By partnering with us you’ll:
 
• Clearly understand who’s in the building and when, how space is 

being used and the types of spaces used the most or the least. 
• Learn how the people in your buildings spend money and connect 

with technologies and applications. 
•  Understand tenant behaviors, forecast tenant needs, such as space 

expansions
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Avoid app overload 

Tech tools are becoming an integral part of the 
modern workplace, and apps are a crucial way 
to keep employees engaged.  

We’ll use a custom, all-in-one smartphone app 
to enable building employees to get what they 
need at the touch of a button – from secure 
access to their office to signing-up for amenities 
such as gyms, yoga classes and restaurants.  

The data generated by app provides valuable 
granular insights into how tenants are using the 
workspace and what amenities are in demand, 
so we can alter programming in real-time. The 
dynamic feedback loop the app provides will 
inform our on-going stategy.

Technology

App features
Sign-up for activities, events  
and fitness classes 

Pay for goods and services  
on the platform 

Book conference space 

Receive transportation updates 

 Access to nearby retailer discounts

Data and analytics
Amenity and retail performance

Top amenity categories by volume 
and revenue

Community/event performance

Dynamic tenant satisfaction ratings

Inform strategic leasing strategy

Overall revenue generated

App usage metrics

We’re 
technology 
driven
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Clients we’ve helped



Are you ready to transform and activate your property? 

Let’s meet. 

Tyler Kethcart
Director of Business Development
+1.312 819 3770
Tyler.Kethcart@am.jll.com 

Meghan Rooney
Head of Operations 
+1.312 731 7005
Meghan.Rooney@am.jll.com

Tom Larance
Head of Experience Management
+1.312 731 7007
Tom.Larance@am.jll.com
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